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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Conservation & Sightings
• Reserve work & Projects
• Summer arrives 
• A day in the Kruger
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Volunteers with Askari in October were “The Lucky bustards” and 
then “Where’s PJ?”. Volunteers were from England, France, Germany, 
The Netherlands, South Africa, Sweden and the USA. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Local Verreaux’s eagle-owls

Previously known as a Giant eagle-owl, the Verraux’s
eagle-owl is a widespread but uncommon owl species.
They do well in large conservation areas and use dry
savanna woodland, especially along rivers with large
trees. That is exactly where we head when looking for this
iconic owl species on Pidwa. Each year we find a local
pair, just a kilometre or so from Askari using the huge
Jackalberry and Leadwood trees along the Selati River.

Their size and pink eyelids mean you can’t mistake them
for any other species. Being so large, they can prey on
animals as big as monkeys and warthog piglets. Also
raptors, herons and even flamingos! As with most bird
species, they are monogamous. It is highly possible that
our resident couple are the same ones each year.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Reserve work & Projects
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While removing alien plants from the river in Langa
langa, we also found an old fence. We worked during 2
very hot sessions to cut and gather the wire and haul it
all up the bank for disposal.

Work continued against erosion around the
reserve by building gabions and completing
road maintenance.

And we had some very productive sessions
over on Pidwa east killing Prickly pear alien
plants by injecting them with herbicide.

We also tackled prickly pears (native to South
America) all across the reserve. Winter is a good
time to treat them as their bright green colour
helps them stand out against the brown bush.

There was more wire to collect in a different area, this
time an old farm barbed fence. Always a satisfying job to
get rid of that.
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

A day in the Kruger
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Following our lecture at the Letaba Elephant hall museum we were free to explore the park for the day.
With little rain around, elephants were drawn down to the river where we saw these huge bulls with very
impressive tusks! Also a sighting of the small and rare antelope, a Sharpe’s grysbok, marabou storks,
feeding crocs and plenty of signs of summer.

Female cheetah Tillie continued to flourish with life in the wild. Now that we are confident she is
independent, we no longer have to check daily. Still, with intermittent checking we found her with 3
separate impala kills this month, all adult female impalas.

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings continued….
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We had a beautiful morning sighting following Askari
pride males ‘Maholo’ and ‘Mambana’ through the
Selati River on a morning patrol.

An early start to the southern section of the
reserve meant a sighting of different lions –
males ‘Kalahari jnr’ and ‘Zamula’. Also a
visit to the hippo family AND gorgeous
spotted hyaena cubs.

With the elephant herds in the area we also spent
some amazing time in amongst these gentle giants.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Summer is here!

Nothing shouts summer more than that first electrical storm of the season that brings out all the creepies!
What an amazing and new dimension to the bush! Following a big storm on the Thursday, all these weird
and wonderful creatures joined us for Friday night braai!
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This little beauty is a Herald or red-lipped snake. It
is a nocturnal snake that frequents gardens and its
favourite food is toads! Regularly found out after
rain, it is mildly venomous but poses no threat to
humans.

The ‘Solifuge’ is neither a spider or a scorpion but
has its own family of Solifugae. They are nocturnal,
fast-moving and have huge chelicerae. This
combination makes them particularly unpopular
with the majority of humans who come across
them! They are however, non-venomous & use
their mouth parts for feeding, defence, burrowing
and mating.

This ‘burrowing scorpion’ is a Scorpionidae
meaning that instead of venom, it catches prey
with those huge pincers. A sting would still be
painful but is not of medical significance.

And of course November sees the arrival of our
first impala lambs as well as these stunning ‘Blue-
headed tree agamas’.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

